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November 2019, I had performed the long-awaited event PALAVERBAUM-more than
a woman for the second time in New-York. This special edition was an introduction to
Exclusive Knowledge that has so far remained accessible only to a limited group of
insider women. By acquiring avant-garde knowledge concerning this exceptional
strength, which is femininity, my attendees also individually learned to become more
than women. For the ladies who missed this amazing event, I share with you this
following summary. Get inspired!
PALAVERBAUM-more than a woman is that treasure chest of innovative recipes for
the personal and professional fulfillment of today's woman.
¨The first recipe in this box allows you to discover the more subtle aspects of the

human being, then, the pre-eminence of femininity and finally, the exceptional
devices which only women possess. Humans come into existence through the
coupling of man and woman. But the energy that invigorates the child comes
exclusively from his mother. This energy is, so to speak, life in the child. Thus, life
energy in humans, no matter of gender is feminine. As initially endowed with several
feminine assets, the woman has that great advantage which she can exploit
efficiently in her daily life.
¨With the second recipe you learn how to convert this primordial advantage - being a

woman - into a dynamic source to propel yourself successfully into a world of
challenge and opportunity. Vital energy also determines a human being’s ability to
live happily, healthily and also to fulfill himself both on a family and professional level.
Since women are providers of vital energy, they would benefit more from knowing
how to stimulate their personal development. To reach this ideal, PALAVERBAUMmore than a woman reveals 4 other essential recipes.
¨The third recipe strengthens the connection between woman and earth. The earth

not only shelters humans. The earth is also the source of energy that vivifies the
human race in a perennial way through the woman. Indeed, a good connection with
the earth stimulates the development of the human being in all area of life. By virtue
of her ability to transmit life and existence, women are predisposed to a strong
connection with the earth, the primordial source of vital energy. She therefore just
needs some indicated techniques.
¨The fourth recipe shows you how to practice a "Life Hygiene". Because of her pre-

eminence, a woman would take huge advantage by knowing how to protect,
strengthen, nourish and increase her vital energy. To do this, she needs to discover
deeper aspects of her being and also to take into account the effect of physiological,
biological and environmental factors on her own development. Indeed, nutrition,
thought and especially sexual intercourse for example can contribute to a
disintegration or a reinforcement of the energy integrity of human being and of
woman in particular.

¨Thanks to the fifth recipe, a woman learns how to acquire the ideal partner.

Although the two protagonists may be outwardly different, a couple comes into
existence on the basis of energetic similarities. Thus, the woman attracts partner
suitable for her own energy constitution. In other words, the man is the energy mirror
of the woman. For many people, the choice of their partner seems to be a matter of
hazard or chance. But a woman-plus shapes consciously her own reality by
increasing the vibrational rate of her vital energy. So, beyond programming her
connection to the type of man she desires, she may be able to have a man who has
reached a masculine maturity and therefore both enhance their potential.
¨The sixth recipe is a wonderful secret: Knowing how to feed. To feed doesn’t mean

to cook but to energetically invigorate a person in order to boost his fulfillment. This
activity already begins by the earth itself. The earth feeds human beings with vital
energy through femininity. As the woman can easily emphasize femininity, she can
easily assume the function of feeding. For this purpose, she can use various
methods, for example the five senses. By feeding others, a woman become the vital
relay between the source of life and the person she feeds. This nurturing activity of
creation triggers extraordinary assets in a woman: that means to become more than
a woman. Feeding is easier for a woman in the frame of a balanced exchange with a
full masculine man.
¨The seventh recipe is the introduction to the Elitist Sexuality. During copulation,

man and woman do not only exchange bodily elements, but also of their vital
energies. Thus, beyond enjoyment, the choice of partner has crucial implications for
the protagonists. Elitist Sexuality, therefore, begins with mastering the energy
question. It's necessary for a woman to know how to select the types of energy she
wants or not. Sexuality also means to know how to protect oneself energetically or
even to strengthen oneself through the sexual act, in order to boost one's own
dynamic and that of one's family.
The uniqueness of PALAVERBAUM-more than a woman, is therefore to provide
women with high-quality tools to discover, value and exteriorize what is most
powerful in the human being: femininity. It’s not about feminism that even promotes
and strengthens masculinity in women, not femininity.
You too can become more than a woman. PALAVERBAUM-more than a woman will
inspire new insights into your unique beauty. Once optimized, this exclusive
femininity in you will have noticeable impact on your aura, your charisma and your
vital energy of which your body and your daily life are the manifestation.
PALAVERBAUM-more than a woman is the one-way path to your full development.
Becoming more than a woman means being one step ahead of the UN's gender
equality agenda by 2030, for tomorrow belongs to those who are preparing for it
today.
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